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1. Introduction
During the last two years a lot of attention has been devoted to the newly discovered
5+1D theories [1]. The version of these theories with (2,0) supersymmetry arises as a
low-energy description of type-IIB on an A
N 1
singularity [1] or as the dual low-energy
description of N coincident 5-branes in M-theory [2]. Part of the attention [3]-[5] is due
to the ro^le they play in compactied M(atrix)-theory [6], part is because they provide
testing grounds to M(atrix)-theory ideas [7]-[11], and another part is because they
shed light on non-perturbative phenomena in 3+1D gauge theories [1]. These theories
are also very exciting on their own right. They lack any parameter which will allow
a classical perturbative expansion (like the coupling constant of SYM). Thus, these
theories have no classical limit (for nite N). the only possible classical expansion is a
derivative expansion where the energy is the small parameter.
One of our goals will be to explore the low-energy description of the (2,0) theory. At
low energies, and a generic point in moduli space the zeroth order approximation is N
free tensor multiplets which contain the chiral anti-self-dual 2-forms. Since the theory
contains chiral 2-forms it is more convenient to write down the low-energy equations of
motion rather than the non-manifestly covariant Lagrangian (there is the other option
of using the manifestly covariant formulation of [12, 13], but using the equations of
motion will be suÆcient for our purposes). These equations are to be interpreted
a la Wilson, i.e. as quantum equations for operators but with a certain unspecied
UV cuto. The leading terms in the Wilsonian low-energy description are the linear
equations of motion for the N free tensor multiplets. We will be looking for the rst
sub-leading corrections. Those corrections will be non-linear and are a consequence of
the interacting nature of the full (2,0) theory. In general at high enough order in the
derivative expansion the terms in the Wilsonian action are cuto dependent. However,
2
we will see that the rst order corrections are independent of the cuto. We will





(R) term of M-theory [14, 15] and which describes a topological
correction term to the anti-self-dual string current. We will then study the implications
of supersymmetry.
The paper is organized as follows. Section (2) is a review of the (2,0) theory. In
section (3) we derive the topological term from the supergravity limit of N 5-branes
of M-theory. Our discussion will be an implementation of results described in [16]. In
section (4) we discuss the implied correction terms after compactication to 3+1D, and
we nd related terms which are implied by supersymmetry. In section (5) we discuss
the currents in 5+1D. Finally, in section (6-7), we speculate on a possible \deeper"
meaning of these correction terms.
After completion of this paper, we received a message about related works [17]
which studied the single 5-brane solution in supergravity. We are grateful to N.D.
Lambert for the correspondence.
2. Review of the (2,0) theory




theory is realized either as the low-energy decoupled degrees of freedom
from an A
N 1
singularity (for N  2) of type-IIB [1] or from the low-energy decoupled
degrees of freedom of N 5-branes of M-theory [2]. This is a conformal 5+1D theory
which is interacting for N > 1. It has a chiral (2,0) supersymmetry with 16 generators.
One can deform the theory away from the conformal point. This corresponds to sep-
arating the N 5-branes (or blowing up the A
N 1
singularity). If the separation scale
x is much smaller than the 11D Planck length M
 1
p





one nds a massive decoupled theory whose low-energy description is given by N free
tensor multiplets.
Each free tensor multiplet in 5+1D comprises of 5 scalar elds 
A
with A = 1 : : : 5,
one tensor eld B
( )

where the ( ) indicates that its equations of motion force it to
be anti-self-dual, and 4 multiplets of chiral fermions . The (2,0) supersymmetry in
5+1D has Sp(2) = Spin(5)
R
R-symmetry. The scalars 
A
are in the 5 whereas the
fermions are in the (4;4) of SO(5; 1) Sp(2) but with a reality condition. Thus there
are 16 real elds in .
For the low-energy of the (2; 0)
N
theory there are N such tensor multiplets. The




because there are discrete identications given
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. Let us discuss what happens for






). The rst R
5
is the sum
of the two tensor multiplets. In 5+1D this sum is described by a free tensor multiplet
which decouples from the rest of the theory (although after compactication, it has




is the dierence of
the two tensor multiplets. This moduli space has a singularity at the origin where the
low-energy description is no longer two free tensor multiplets but is the full conformal
theory.
2.2 Equations of motion for a free tensor multiplet










This equation does not imply that H is anti-self-dual but does imply that H is a closed
form. It is possible to modify this equation such that H will be manifestly anti-self-dual






























This denition is the same as the previous one for anti-self-dual dB, it trivially implies
that H is anti-self-dual and it does not lead to the equation dH = 0 which we will nd
useful later on. In any case, we will use the equations of motion for H only and B will
therefore not appear. For the fermions it is convenient to use 11D Dirac matrices
 

;  = 0 : : : 5;  
A











































while SO(5; 1) acts on  
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6@ = 0: (2.5)


































The quantization of the theory is slightly tricky. There is no problem with the
fermions  and bosons 
A
, but the tensor eld is self-dual and thus has to be quantized
similarly to a chiral boson in 1+1D. This means that we second-quantize a free tensor
eld without any self-duality constraints and then set to zero all the oscillators with






































. The normalization is such that integrals of B

over
closed 2-cycles live on circles of circumference 2. In appendix A we list some more
useful formulas.
3. Low-energy correction terms { derivation from SUGRA
In this section we will derive a correction term to the zeroth order low-energy terms.
Let us consider two 5-branes in M-theory. Let their center of mass be xed. The
uctuations of the center of mass are described by a free tensor multiplet. Let us





j is much larger than
the 10+1D Planck length M
 1
p
and let us consider the low-energy description of the
system for energies E  j
0
j. The description at lowest order is given by supergravity





neglect the free tensor multiplet coming from the overall center of mass). The lowest
order equations of motion for the tensor multiplet are the same linear equations as
described in the previous section. We would like to ask what are the leading nonlinear
corrections to the linear equations.
We will now argue that according to the arguments given in [16] there is a topo-










































Here A : : : E = 1 : : : 5. 
A
are the scalars of the tensor multiplet and H

is the



















is the map 
A







































Let us explain how (3.1) arises. When 
A
changes smoothly and slowly, the super-
gravity picture is that each 5-brane \wraps" the other one. Each 5-brane is a source




4-form eld-strength of 10+1D supergravity. When
integrated on a sphere S
4






= 2. The other
5-brane now feels an eective C
3
ux on its world-volume. This, in turn, is a source for
the 3-form anti-self-dual low-energy eld-strength dH = dC
3
. It follows that the total
string charge measured at innity of the R
5;1











The integrals here are on R
4
which is a subspace of R
5;1
and they measure how much
eective string charge passes through that R
4
. The integral on the RHS can now be
calculated. It is the 4D-angle subtended by the R
4
relative to the second 5-brane which
was the source of the F
4
. But this angle can be expressed solely in terms of 
A
and
the result is the integral over !
4
.
These equations can easily be generalized to N 5-branes. We have to supplement










































. The term (  ) contains
fermions and other contributions.
6
The equation (3.2) for  can be understood as the equation for force between
a tilted vebrane and another vebrane which carries an H

ux. As far as BPS
charges go, the H ux inside a 5-brane is identied in M-theory with a membrane ux.
This means that (after compactication) as a result of a scattering of a membrane
on a 5-brane an H-ux can be created and the membrane can be annihilated. The
identication of the H-ux with the membrane charge is also what allows a membrane
to end on a 5-brane [2]. Consistency implies that a 5-brane with an H ux should exert
the same force on other objects as a 5-brane and a membrane. This is indeed the case,
as follows from the C
3
^H interaction on the 5-brane world-volume [2].








= e  F
0i
: (3.3)
As a generalization for a force acting on the vebrane because of the ux H in the












But we must calculate the four-form supergravity eld strength at the given point.
Only components with one Latin index and three Greek indices are important. We














The power 3 denotes 3 transverse directions, F contains all the indices in which the
\worldvolume" of the particle is stretched. As an analogue for vebrane stretched


















We wrote star because we interpret the vebrane as the \magnetic" source. F in (3.4)
has one Latin index and three Greek indices, so its Hodge dual has four Latin indices
and three Greek indices. F in (3.6) contains only one Latin index but when the 5-




we get also a contribution to the desired





















Now if we substitute (3.6) to (3.7) and the result insert to (3.4), we get the desired
form of the  equations.
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Our goal in this paper is to deduce the corrections in the derivative expansion in
the low-energy of the (2,0) theory. We cannot automatically deduce that (3.1), (3.2)
and (3.8) can be extrapolated to the (2,0) theory because this description is valid only
in the opposite limit, when jj  M
p
, and supergravity is not a good approximation.










Z). It must remain half-integral as we make
jj smaller. Otherwise, Dirac quantization will be violated. (Note that the wrapping
number is always even.) Eqn. (3.2) follows from the same term in the action as
(3.1). As for other correction terms, if we can show that they are implied by (3.1) and
supersymmetry, then we can trust them as well. This will be the subject of the next
section.
We would like to point out that this reasoning is somewhat similar to that of [42, 41]
who related the R
4
terms in 11D M-theory to the C^X
8
(R) term of [14, 15].
4. Compactication
In this section we will study the reduction of the terms to 3+1D by compactifying on
T
2
. Let A be the area of T
2
and  be its complex structure. At low-energy in 3+1D
we obtain a free vector multiplet of N = 4 with coupling constant  . We are interested
in the subleading corrections to the Wilsonian action. We will study these corrections
as a function of A. Let us rst note a few facts (see [18] for a detailed discussion).
When one reduces classically a free tensor multiplet from 5+1D down to 3+1D one
obtains a free vector-multiplet with one photon and 6 scalars. Out of the 6 scalars one
is compact. This is the scalar that was obtained from B
45
. We denote it by .










We have normalized its kinetic energy so as to have an Im in front, like 3+1D SYM.
The radius of  is given by,





In 5+1D there was a Spin(5)
R
global symmetry. N = 4 SYM has Spin(6)
R
global




also denote by 
0
the square root of sum of squares of the VEV of the 5 scalars other
than .
Now let us discuss the interacting theory. When 
0
A  1 we can approximate
the 3+1D theory at energy scales E  A
 1
by 3+1D SYM. In this case the Spin(5)
R




A  1 the \dynamics" of the theory
occurs at length scales well below the area of the T
2
where the theory is eectively
(5+1)-dimensional. The 3+1D low-energy is therefore the classical dimensional reduc-
tion of the 5+1D low-energy. Thus, from our 3+1D results below we will be able to
read o the 5+1D eective low-energy in this regime.
4.1 Dimensional reduction of the correction term






















































































































































Note that this is the behavior we expect when 
0
A 1. When 
0
A  1 the approxi-
mation of reducing the 5+1D eective action is no longer valid as explained above.
Let us rst see how to write such a term in an N = 1 supereld notation. Let us
take three chiral superelds,  and 
I




 is the imaginary part of  and '
0
is the VEV of the real part. Below, the index I of

I




4.2 Interpolation between 3+1D and 5+1D
In the previous section we assumed that we are in the region 
0
A 1. This was the
region where classical dimensional reduction from 5+1D to 3+1D is a good approxima-
tion. However, the question that we are asking about the low-energy eective action
makes sense for any A. For 
0
A  1 quantum eects are strong. Let us concentrate










This term is of the same order of magnitude as (4.3) and its existence in the 5+1D





for the potential between far away gravitons in M-theory compactied on T
4
. We
will also see below how terms similar in structure to (4.4) are related to (4.3) by
supersymmetry.














This is valid when 
0
A  1. On the other hand, when 
0
A 1, N = 4 SYM with a
coupling constant given by the combination  is a good approximation, at low enough




). In SYM, 1-loop eects can produce a term that










Note that this term contains no  , and no A.
How can we interpolate between (4.3) and (4.6)?
The answer lies in the periodicity of . For any value of 
0
A the formula must be


























For small A we can keep only the term with k = 0 and recover (4.6). For large A we





























































Thus we recover roughly (4.5). One can make a similar conjecture for the generalization
of (4.3) by changing the power of the denominator in the denominator from 2 to 5=2
and modifying the numerator according to (4.3). It is also easy to see, by Poisson
























and so are related to instantons made by strings wrapping the T
2
. There are no
corrections which behave like Yang-Mills instantons, i.e. e
2i
. The reason for this was
explained in [21], in the SYM limit.
4.3 A derivation from 4+1D SYM











 1 and when the energies are much smaller
than L
 1
, the eective 4+1D SYM Lagrangian with U(2) gauge group is a good ap-
proximation.




and the term (3.1) implies that there is a term in the

































This term can actually be seen as a 1-loop eect! Let us consider a loop of a charged






;    ; k
5
































Here m is the mass of the gluino and is proportional to g'
0
. The coupling constant
g is proportional to
p
L (see appendix). The term with 
Æ
comes from expanding























































This is the behavior that we want. It would be interesting to check if a similar term
appears in the low energy description of the M-theory on T
6
as a matrix model [27]-[48].
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In a certain regime we can approximate by 6+1D Yang-Mills. For the SU(2) case the

















After completion of this work, we have found out that such terms were indeed calculated
in [51]. We are grateful to G. Thompson for pointing this out to us.
4.4 Component form
Let us see how to write the term (4.3) in an N = 1 supereld notation. Let us take
three chiral superelds,  and 
I




 is the imaginary part of  and '
0
is the VEV of the real part. Below, the index I of

I
is lowered and raised with the anti-symmetric 
IJ
.

























































































































































































































for the scalar components of 
and 
I
. We will expand in inverse powers of '
0
and keep only leading terms.


































At the order of 1='
0
3










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































We will now check which combination has the following symmetry which is part of













































































































































































































































































































































































































are undetermined. We have not checked if one can extend it to a super-
symmetric and SO(5) invariant combination by including interactions with  [22]. We
thank Savdeep Sethi for discussions on this point.
5. Conserved quantities
We can check that the overall \center of mass" decouples. We can write it as a conserva-
tion equation for the total dissolved membrane charge (j
Z
), total transverse momentum
(j
















































gives the sum over i; j of the right hand sides
of (3.1, 3.2, 3.8) but the summand is ij antisymmetric. The charges are dened as the















































We use the terms \dissolved membranes" and \thin membranes" for membranes of
M-theory with 0 or 1 directions transverse to the vebranes, respectively. The thin
membrane charge appears as a central charge in the supersymmetry algebra [20]. The
reason is that fQ;

Qg in M-theory contains momenta, twobrane and vebrane charges.
But in (2,0) theory, only the generators with
e






Q survive. So we see
that fQ;

Qg is a matrix anticommuting with
e
  (i.e. containing an odd number of Greek
indices). For momenta it means that only momenta inside the vebrane worldvolume
14























 . This is an explanation why the thin membranes (looking like
strings) with one direction transverse to the vebrane occur on the RHS of the super-




in the SUSY algebra. These correspond to tensor uxes of the 3-form H (analogous
to electric and magnetic uxes in Yang-Mills theories). But let us return to the thin
membranes. We should be able to nd the corresponding current. The answer is (up








































is a simple consequence of  anti-symmetry of 
Æ
.











measures the membrane charge. Here W
I
is the winding vector
of the induced string and 
A
is the asymptotic separation of the two vebranes.


































It is also quite remarkable that the corrected equations conserve the stress energy
tensor known from free theory. For the initial considerations, let us restrict our at-






< 0. Ignoring the requirement of the vanishing trace (i.e. without the second

















































































If we substitute 
D












We should note one thing that could be confusing. In the M-theory containing N














is just a small correction to the innite rst term given by the tension
of the vebrane 
(5)
. The rst term is in the limit of (2,0) theory innite because 
(5)





is much smaller than a typical distance inside vebranes
studied by (2,0) theory. Nevertheless, gravity in this limit decouples and thus the
\cosmological" term in (5.7) plays no role.
5.1 Traceless stress tensor and supercurrent
In this subsection, we exhibit a traceless version of the stress tensor and the supercur-


















= 0 { it means that the total super-














































































































We xed a normalization for H;; in this equation. The factors 1=6 inside the paren-
theses guarantee the tracelessness while the relative factor  3=2 between the paren-




which cannot be expressed






part of the stress tensor is
traceless identically. An explicit calculation shows that for the divergence of the stress
1
















































































A similar approach can be used for the supercurrent as well. Here also the H part
is traceless identically while for the other parts it is ensured by the 1=6 factors. The









. Note that the structure of J







































































We can compute also a similar continuity equation for the supercurrent as we did for














































Using the equations of motion and the integration by parts, the Hamiltonian and the






















































































































































Now we can consider the supersymmetry transformation. A variation of a eld F will
be written as
ÆF = [Q;F ] = [

Q;F ]: (5.20)
Note that Q is an antihermitean operator because the components of Q or  are her-
mitean anticommuting operators or numbers, respectively. Using the canonical com-





















This agrees with the transformations written before. This, together with the normal-
ization of fQ;















































which also agrees with the previous denition.
Let us summarize some formulas that are useful in understanding the commutator
of two supersymmetry transformations:
Æf = [Q; f ] = [





; f ]; P
0




















































































f + thin (5.30)
6. Speculations over a fundamental formulation
In this section we would like to speculate on whether a fundamental formulation of the
(2,0) theory can be constructed from the equations we discussed above. We warn the
18
reader in advance that this section could cause some gritting of teeth! Of course, the
correction terms are not renormalizable if treated as \fundamental" but let us go on,
anyway. Perhaps some hidden symmetry makes them renormalizable after all?
The model has the following virtues.
 there are absolutely no new elds. We use only N copies of the eld strength
H
MNP
, ve scalars 
A
and the 16 component fermion . Because of that, re-
striction to N copies for distant vebranes is almost manifest.
 the string current automatically satises the quantization condition as a right
winding number. This is related to the fact that our current is automatically
conserved (obeys the continuity equation) which is necessary to allow us to insert
it to equation dH = J { and it has the correct dimension mass
4
.
 the total charge (sum over 1:::N) vanishes. The string (membrane connecting
vebranes) brings correctly minus source to one vebrane and plus source to the
other which agrees with the fact that the oriented membrane is outgoing from





 the model is symmetric with respect to the correct Horava-Witten symmetry [34]












 string states are given by strange conguration of vebranes so that the vector
of direction between two 's draws whole S
4
(surface of ball in R
5
) if one moves
in the 4 transverse directions of the string.
 U(N) is not manifest, it arises due to the string states { perhaps in analogy with
the way enhanced symmetries appear in string theory because of D-brane bound
states.
What does a string look like? It is a solution constant in the time and in one spatial




j in innity. We can show
that such a solution will have typical size of order 
 1=2
in order to minimize the
tension (energy per unit of length of the string).





. On the contrary, such a topological charge makes the eld H to behave
like 1=r
3
where r is the distance from the center of the solution. Therefore H inside
the solution is of order 1=s
3
which means that the contribution of H
2











is minimal for s = ()
 1=2
and the tension is therefore of order . The eld  tries to shrink the solution while
19
H attempts to blow it up. In the next section we will describe the solution more
concretely.
7. String-like solution of (2,0) theory
We will try to describe the string-like solution of the bosonic part of the equations,
considering only the topological term of dH and the corresponding term in equation.
The following discussion is somewhat reminiscent of a related discussion in [23] for the
eect of higher order derivative terms on monopole solutions in N = 2 Yang-Mills but
our setting is dierent.
7.1 A rough picture













. We are looking for a solution that minimizes the energy. If
the size of the solution in these four directions is of order s, then the \electric" eld,
going like 1=r
3
, is of order 1=s
3












On the contrary, for the asymptotic separation  quantities @ are of order =s
















we get the typical size s = ()
 1=2
and the tension of order . In this reasoning, we used the energy known from the free
theory because the bosonic part of the interacting stress energy tensor equals the free
stress energy tensor. The fact that the solution corresponds to the interacting theory




We will consider N = 2 case of the (2,0) theory, describing two vebranes. Our solution
will correspond to the membrane stretched between these two vebranes. Denoting by













simply as  and H.
Our solution will be invariant under SO(4)
D
rotating spacetime and the transverse















measures the distance from the center of the solution. We choose the asymptotic








Now there is an arbitrariness in the identication of the coordinates 1; 2; 3; 4 and
6; 7; 8; 9. So there is in fact a moduli space of classical solutions, corresponding to the
chosen identication of these coordinates. According to our Ansatz, the solution will
















We set the other components of B













It means that H
05I




















































































, we calculated everything at 
1;2;3;4
=
(r; 0; 0; 0): At this point, only EABCD = 10; 6789 and 6; 10; 789 from  symbol con-













Similarly, we get hopefully two equations from . For 
10
(in the direction of asymp-




























































are all even, therefore their derivatives are equal to zero for
r = 0. The value of f
2
(0) nally determines f
2
(1) which we interpret as =2. The
value of f
1
(0) must be xed to achieve a good behavior at innity and f
3
(0) has no





We can calculate the tension and we can compare the result with the BPS for-
mula. If we understand our equations just as some low energy approximation, there
should be no reasons to expect that the calculated tension will be precise, because the
approximation breaks down at the core.




















We just used simple formula for W boson masses, W bosons are string wound around





































. Work is in
progress.
8. Discussion
Recently, a prescription for answering questions about the large N limit of the (2,0)
theory has been proposed [25]. In particular, the low-energy eective description for a
single 5-brane separated from N 5-branes has been deduced [25]. The topological term





feels the 4-form ux on S
4
and and this will induce the anomalous dH
term.
What does M(atrix) theory have to say about non-linear corrections to the low-
energy of the (2,0) theory? This is a two-sided question as the (2,0) theory is a M(atrix)
model for M-theory on T
4
[3, 4] and has a M(atrix) model of its own [7, 8].
In order to be able to apply our discussion of the uncompactied 5+1D (2,0) theory
to the M(atrix) model for M-theory on T
4
we need to be in a regime such that the




. This means that
for a scattering process of two gravitons in M-theory on T
4
the distance between the
gravitons must remain much larger than the compactication scale which we assume is
22
















in the eective low-energy description in 5+1D. In the large N limit, the existence of
this term has been observed in [25]. The term (8.1) will also be the leading term in
the amplitude for a low-energy scattering of two massless particles in the (2,0) theory.
It should thus be possible to calculate it from the M(atrix) model of the (2,0) theory,
with a VEV turned on.
It is also interesting to ask whether a term like (8.1) is renormalized or not. An
analysis which addresses such a question in 0+1D will appear in [24]. Perhaps a similar
analysis in 5+1D would settle this question.
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A. Formulas for SUSY transformations
In this text, we will use the SO(10; 1) formalism for spinors, inherited from the M-
theory containing N vebranes, and the space-like metric (in 5, 6 and 11 dimensions)














































































Since we are dealing with corrections to the low-energy equations of motion, it is impor-
tant to keep terms which vanish by the equations of motion. The SUSY commutators







































































































































































































The quantization of the free tensor multiplet was discussed at length in [26]. There
is no problem with the fermions  and bosons 
A
, but the tensor eld is self-dual
and thus has to be quantized similarly to a chiral boson in 1+1D. This means that we
second-quantize a free tensor eld without any self-duality constraints and then set to
zero all the oscillators with self-dual polarizations.
The analogy with chiral bosons is made more explicit if we compactify on T
4
and
take the low-energy limit we we can neglect Kaluza-Klein states. We obtain a 1+1D
conformal theory. This theory is described by compact chiral bosons on a (3; 3) lattice.




which is a product of four circles with radii
L
i




























Of course, in 1+1D, T-duality can replace each radius R with 1=R and thus SL(4;Z)
invariance is preserved.
If we further compactify on T
5





is the unit cell of the lattice of uxes.
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B.1 Commutators
Let us write down the commutation relations.
We want to reproduce the equations of motion by the Heisenberg equations
@
0







We should be allowed to substitute H;; for the operator L. In the following text
we will use indices I; J;K; : : : for the spatial coordinates inside the vebrane. We will






We have the equations H =  H and dH = 0. Among the fteen equations for the
vanishing four-form dH = 0 we nd ten equations with index 0. These will be satised
as the Heisenberg equations (B.1). Remaining ve equations with space-like indices
will only play a role of some constraints that are necessary for consistent quantization













































































But it is straightforward to see that the relation (B.4) will be satised if the commutator

















What does all this mean for the particles of theH eld? Let us study Fourier modes

















and similarly for two other pairs which we get
using cyclic permutations 12; 34 ! 23; 14 ! 31; 24. So totally we have three physical
polarizations of the tensor particle (which is of course the same number like that of
polarizations of photon in 4 + 1 dimensional gauge theory).
We can also easily see from (B.6) that the p-momentummodes of variables that do








commute with everything. They
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(more precisely their @
5
















= 0 contains four conditions only because d(dH) = 0 is satised identically.
Anyhow, there are no quantum mechanical variables coming from the components of
(dH)
I


















 we get a trivial transformation of B's which is the counterpart
of the identity d(dH) = 0.
But what about the zero modes, the integrals of H
IJK
over the ve-dimensional
space? These are the ten uxes that should be quantized, i.e. they should belong
to a lattice. In the 4+1 dimensional SYM theory they appear as four electric and
six magnetic uxes. In the matrix model of M-theory on T
4
these ten variables are
interpreted as four compact momenta and six transverse membrane charges.
The fact that \unpaired" degrees of freedom are restricted to a lattice is an old
story. For instance, in the bosonic formulation of the heterotic string in 1+1 dimensions
we have 16 left-moving (hermitean) bosons (\anti-self-dual eld strengths") 
i
, i =





































































for n > 0 as annihilation and creation operators
respectively. The modes 
i
0




equals the total momentum and it equals to the total winding vector due
to selfduality { but these two must belong to mutually dual lattices. The lattice must







































combine to the perfect number 496 of the states.
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B.2 Correspondence with Super Yang Mills














































Let us consider compactication on a rectangular T
5
(the generalization for other tori










. We should get (B.14) from our hamil-


























































of the SYM theory by a constant, we must take the phase  of the
gauge transformation to be a linear function of coordinates. But it should change by a


















The dual variable to the average value of A
i




. We just showed
that the average value of A
i












belongs to the lattice with spacing L
i
. Similarly, we can obtain a nonzero magnetic ux
from the conguration (A
i























































































which can be extended to a six-dimensionally covariant form only using the following



























2 2 Z; (B.24)












in accord with the interpretation of H as the current of dissolved membranes (the
integral in (B.25) is the total membrane charge).
B.3 Normalization of the current
We can also work out the value of c
1

























































should be an integer multiple of g
2
(in these conventions) and
because of (B.27), the integral of J
1234
should be an integer multiple of =2 which was
the way we determined the coeÆcient in (3.1).
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C. Identities















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(l  2 because  
01:::10














































 M =  M =  M
e














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C.3 Few notes about spin(5; 1)
We use the eleven-dimensional language for the spinors. But nevertheless one could be
confused by some elementary facts concerning the reality condition for the spinor (4; 4)
of spin(5; 1)  spin(5). The spinor representation 4 of spin(5) is quaternionic (pseu-
doreal). Therefore (4; 4) of spin(5)  spin(5) is a real 16-dimensional representation.
31
But one might think that spinor 4 of spin(5; 1) is complex so that we cannot impose a
reality condition for the (4; 4) representation.
But of course, this is not the case. The spinor representation 4 of spin(5; 1) is
quaternionic as well since the algebra spin(5; 1) can be understood also as sl(2;H ) of
2 2 quaternionic matrices with unit determinant of its 8 8 real form. This has the
right dimension






















for all 4 4 complex matricesM
1
of spin(5; 1). Of course, for the 4 4 matricesM
2
in










































































The algebra spin(5; 1) is quite exceptional between the other forms of spin(6). The
algebra so(6) is isomorphic to su(4), algebra so(4; 2) to su(2; 2) and algebra so(3; 3) to
su(3; 1). The other form of su(4) isomorphic to so(5; 1) is sometimes denoted su

(4) but
now we can write it as sl(2;H ) as well (the generators are 2  2 quaternionic matrices
with vanishing real part of the trace). >From the notation sl(2;H ) it is also obvious
that u(2;H ) = usp(4) forms a subgroup (which is isomorphic to so(5)).
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